Proposal for TTEC 2020
Title of this Proposal (*): Temporary COVID Policy Regarding Online Level One Training Hours
Name of the person submitting (*): KRI
Names of others (if any) contributing:
Category of this proposal (*): Level One Programs
History or Background Information (*):
Pre-COVID, we allowed only 10 of the required 200 classroom hours in a Level One program to be done online. As an
"emergency measure," KRI staff began allowing up to 80% of a Level One program to be held online, still requiring a
minimum of 40 hours to be in-person.
This proposal is to ratify and extend this 80% online policy for any Level One program beginning on or before Dec 31
2020. This timeline could be extended by KRI staff depending on the state of the world and the corona implication by
then.
The primary consideration for this policy, and for not having 100% online Level One programs, is quality. While many
trainers have had very positive experiences with online trainings since COVID, there are still many we have heard that
don't feel that a 100% online training would create as good quality instructors - especially as some may be new enough to
Kundalini Yoga that they have not had ANY in-person classes prior to their Level One!
We recognize the benefits (cost, convenience, no geographic boundaries for students) of 100% online, but also that those
may trigger a lot of unintended consequences (such as world-wide price competition). Depending on the COVID situation
in 2021, we may want to revisit this policy, but for now, we want to stick with planning for at least 40 classroom hours
in-person.
For non-local students, perhaps this is a great opportunity for trainers to work together - allowing a student to take their
80% online with one training team, and doing the 20% in-person portion with a more local team? Such collaboration can
only be positive for our community.
The advantages of allowing 100% online Level Ones is that it would continuing the globalization of trainings - allowing
more people from more places to participate, no matter where they live. Costs would go down, which may led to prices of
trainings going down. This may be good for some - making Level One more economically accessible. It may be hard for
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encourages all Level One programs to hold as much in-person time as COVID
measures will allow. This includes getting creative with how and where and when and with whom such in-person time is
achieved.

As a temporary measure due to COVID, Lead Trainers can hold up to 80% of their Level One program online.
In some circumstances and locations, we recognize that some trainings may have to, for right now, be 100% online.
Trainers can apply to get approval for this by emailing the circumstances to amrit@kriteachings.org.
KRI will provide resources and best-practices for online training to support trainers.
This policy may be extended at KRI's discretion depending on the corona state of the world in 2021, and may be altered by
a future TTEC meeting.

